NEPHTC sponsors trainings with diverse organizational/association partners across New England. We seek trainings that support the NEPHTC/HRSA mission of developing the competency of the public health workforce. Priority is given to trainings related to "cross-cutting skills" (www.debeaumont.org/consortiumreport) or HHS priority areas (opioids, mental health, childhood obesity, other hot topics). Sponsorships are $200-$1000, depending on estimated number of participants, topic and organizational need.

For each training (submissions for multiple session are permitted), you are asked to report your available attendance and evaluation data (see page 2). To apply, please describe your training, on page 1 of this form or in email to Karla Todd, Program Manager. Questions? toddks@bu.edu

TRAINING TITLE

_________________________

Length (hours):

Date (if live):

Estimated Number of Participants:

Do you have learning objectives?  [ ] YES  [ ] NO

Course approved for continuing credit?  [ ] YES  [ ] NO

Delivery mode:  [ ] CLASSROOM  [ ] SELF-PACHED  [ ] WEBINAR

[ ] HYBRID  Describe:

We agree to submit participation and evaluation data to NEPHTC for sponsorship.  [ ] YES

___________________________ (name, email) will serve as the designated point of contact for this training.
If sponsored, NEPHTC will collect training data that provides HRSA-defined options for reporting, by following up with your designated contact.

Number of individuals trained: ____________________________

Number of individuals trained in the following settings (if available):

_____ MEDICALLY UNDERSERVED

_____ PRIMARY CARE

_____ RURAL

Primary Topic Area: ____________________________

Primary Competency Addressed: ____________________________

Professions of Individuals Trained: (if registration or sign in list collects professional information please share.)

Evaluation data: (if evaluation data are available, please share.)

If you have any questions about NEPHTC data reporting, please do not hesitate to contact Karla Todd, Program Manager, toddks@bu.edu.